A Lap of Turkey with Mark Webber
The Turkish Grand Prix. I think of anti-clockwise so a little bit harder on the neck. Also, lots of traffic again,
two big bridges trying to get to the circuit, and not many spectators. Istanbul - 5.3km, 58 laps, counterclockwise, in all 310km. Five high speed stretches, three slow turns, one ideal spot for overtaking, top
speed 315km/h.
Here we are at the Turkish Grand Prix in Istanbul, starting a lap in the Red Bull simulator. Braking for turn
one is blind, third gear, very important to try and get a nice clean exit as we're going uphill. It looks a lot
steeper than you think.
Very hard on the engine, into a blind corner which is very easy to over-cook. Then into turn four which is a
blind right-hander again, off-camber, still punching downhill. Through a double left, very important to get
those two right. Little bit of a relax for the driver, then he's going to be arriving at turn seven. Accelerating
away from turn seven to the very, very famous turn eight, which is very, very hard on the car.
Big steering loads, four apexes in one corner, which is very unique, and then we plunge downhill, having
done that exciting corner. Braking then for the hairpin, left hander, which is a little bit open on the exit.
Good spot for the spectators to watch. Accelerating hard away into a very easy kink in a Formula One car.
Maybe trying to position yourself for an overtaking move on the inside, as the slip-stream works very well
along here. Braking very hard for second gear, into the tight left-hander. Immediately into a very, very tight
right-hander, and then the last corner is very important to get right as you're trying to close the lap. Accelerating hard towards the start/finish line and that's a lap of the Turkish Grand Prix.
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